
Scandinavian Gold Bracteates III

Britain. Money and Media in the Dark
Ages

By MARIT GAIMSTER

THE FUNCTIONS oj and attitudes towards precious metal in the Lale Roman and Early
AngLo-Saxon Period (c. A.D. 400-7(0) are considered. An interpretation ofthe gold bracteates as
active media in social and political transactiorlS is put forward, cen/red around an OM.iysis ofthe
complexity ofdifferent rypes and issues within the largerfinds ojScandinauian hoards and Kentish
graves. Comparisons are made hoth with the early Germanic coinages and other forms ofspecial
purpose monry and valuables, above all other types ofpmdants and brae/eates.

To be able to understand trade and exchange in late Iron Age and early
medieval Europe it is necessary to look closely both at the archaeological material
and the experience, models and explanations ofnon·monetary and agrarian societies
which have been generated above all by economic anthropology. In N. Europe
beyond the Roman Empire it is clear that weight-based economies were in opera
tion. This is reflected not only in the abundance ofweights and scales but even more
so in the treatment offoreign coins and other precious metal, including features such
as peck-marks, hacksilver and ring-gold. However, the fragmentary appearance of
domestic coinages, [he hoarding of gold and silver, or the breaking up of personal
ornaments into means ofpayment need to be explained. These phenomena relate to
a socio-economic system and its functions, including different specific non-monetary
media. Imbued with limited roles this special-purpose money can be described as
having economic as well as specifically social, political or religious functions.
Alongside primitive money- uniform and practical media ofexchange such as slabs of
salt, lengths of cloth or bars of metal - there is also the administrative and
controlling functions of early cash, referring to early coinages, and various primitive
valuables which functioned as media in socially or politically motivated transactions
such as gifts of loyalty, bride·wealth or werge/d. 1

Elsewhere I have tried to show that the· accumulation of silver in the Scandi
navian Viking Age hoards from the 9th to 11th centuries was not mere bullion (a
uniform means of payment and exchange according to weight) but represented
qualitatively diverse media reflecting different contexts ofexchange. 2. This not only
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implies differences in use and meaning, as practical bars and ingots in contrast to
symbolic armrings, but also the distinct functions of regional economic systems and
the varied character and content of long distance, inter-regional and regional
exchange. 3 The phenomenon of large-scale and complex hoarding ofprecious metal
is similar in the migration period gold hoards from the 5th and 6th centuries where
- instead of Arabic or W. European coins, hacksilver, ingots and arm rings 
Roman gold coins were deposited along with ring-gold, bracteates and brooches.
Similar trends can also be seen in the late Roman hacksilver hoards and in Celtic
silver hoards containing Greek and Roman coins, hacksilver and domestic arm
rings.4 Hence the appearance of foreign coins along with other forms of precious
metal, including large-scale domestic jewellery such as the Viking armrings or
migration period gold bracteates, reflects not only external contacts but also
indigenous behaviour and attitudes towards precious metal, wealth and exchange.

THE SCANDINAVIAN GOLD BRACTEATES

The Scandinavian gold bracteates, appearing in large numbers during the 5th
and 6th centuries, developed out of imitations of late Roman Imperial coins and
medallions into pendants with a rich domestic iconography, symbolically represent
ing scenes from Nordic mythology and often with runic inscriptions. 5 As with coins a
circular flan was struck from a die, but the Ran was usually larger than the die as the
majority of bracteates were then decorated with stamped collars of varying width
before being finally furnished with a loop and frame. Many foreign coins were also
framed and looped, similarly reflecting social functions while worn as pendants. The
Roman coins changed function when reaching Scandinavia and Barbarian Europe
where, although they may have been used as means of payment and exchange
according to weight, this straightforward function seems rather marginal in the light
of the vast amounts of non·monetary gold deposited in graves and hoards at this
time. Their use as pendants is only one way of turning the foreign money into
domestic media, as the coins could also be transformed into anonymous and
practical ring-gold or other forms of primitive money or valuables by being melted
down. 6

To date over goo bracteates are known, representing over 500 different dies. 7

The earliest find was made in the 17th century and by the late 19th century the
material was divided into different types: medallion-imitations, A·, B-, C-, D- and
F-bracteates (Fig. 1).8 But although there are stylistic links from the medallion
imitations, it is clear that the bracteates do not simply represent a uniform
typological development. The problems ofdating are caused by a large proportion of
single finds, and further complicated by the mixture of types within larger hoards.
The most recent chronological framework for the bracteates points to a short and
intense period of production, lasting only two to three generations, and character
ized by largely overlapping stylistic phases. 9

Around 140 Scandinavian or Scandinavian-style bracteates are known from
outside their area of origin. Most are from Germany, but finds are scattered as far
south as Hungary and east into Russia. The largest concentration in the West is in
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Britain. However, there is a significant change in finds context in that bracteates
from the central area, S. and SW. Scandinavia, including Frisia and N. Germany, all
come from hoards whereas the bracteates further south are grave finds. On the
northern fringes, Norway in the W. and the Baltic island Gotland in the E.,
bracteates were deposited both in graves and hoards (Fig. 2). Detailed analyses of
stamps and die-links show that the bracteates were produced in many and small
issues of mainly regional distribution, 10 C- and D-bracteates, with their consistent
motifs of'head above horse' and Style I animal respectively, dominate the material
(Fig. le-d). Together these two types make up over 700 of the known bracteates.

A regional production and distribution is clear from both the Continental and
English finds, and is relevant for discussion of the spread and function of
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Scandinavian-style bracteates throughout Europe. Coin and coin-related pendants
also continue to appear during the 7th century, and an independent production of
bracteates is seen on the Continent, in SE. Britain and on Gotland in E. Scandina·
via. 11 Also in the British context Scandinavian bracteates can be seen as an active
medium rather than a passive ornament. They can be related to other forms of
special·purpose money during the period c. 400-700, including foreign and domestic
coins, scutiform- and bracteate-like pendants, bullion and various 'invisible' media
and institutions such as wergeld, tributes, girts and weight-systems.

HOARDS AND LATE ROMAN BRITAIN

Although the Roman Empire minted and made use ofcoins this was not within
a modern monetary economy. Coinage and monetary circulation were strongly
connected to the state, the military administration, and to the towns. High-value
gold and silver coins circulated mainly as payments, donatives and taxes, whereas
the base metal coins were used in exchange and small-scale transactions. 12 The
low-value coins functioned as money in daily transactions and the precious-metal
coins operated as early cash and primitive valuables largely inseparable from their
intrinsic worth based on the metal content. 13 Much of the Roman coinage was
therefore special-purpose mOlley. Coins were circulated for administrative purposes,
but also as measures of status and wealth along with medallions, gold leaves,
precious-metal buckles and silver plate. 14

Hoards were not uncommon, but whereas coins withdrawn from continuous
circulation might well be explained as savings, outside such spheres coins would take
on other functions and could be hoarded for different reasons. Outside the Roman
Empire coins were looped, valued as bullion, used as raw material for domestic
jewellery or hoarded along with other precious metal. This is also known from recent
and contemporary non-monetary economies, where coins can be withdrawn and
hoarded to be used for special purposes, such as bride-wealth, or simply worn as
jewellery. IS In early medieval Europe the hoarding of precious metal was a
significant act in itself; personal belongings carried some of the owner's power and
fortune to be stored for magical reasons or for the after-life. 16

In Britain c. 1600 Roman coin hoards are known, a number that compares well
with an estimated c. 3000 coin hoards from France. I? Most of the British finds do not
come from Roman military or Romano-British civilian sites and are likely to reflect
spheres where monetary transactions were of a one-way character. This does not
mean that exchange systems did not exist outside the monetary sphere, but the
growth of indigenous power structures and the circulation of valuables and status
objects would have been limited, for example by tributes redirected into the Roman
system in the form of tax. 18 Up to the late 4th century the deposited material is
almost exclusively in the form of coins, but within precious·metal hoards from
c. A.D. 350-425 there are some new and significant features that can be related to
non-monetary exchange.

Within the more than 65 hoards ofgold and silver coins recorded by 1979 there
are varying amounts ofclipped silver coins along with the appearance ofsilver ingots
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and fragments of precious metal objects, including jewellery and silver plate in the
form of Iuu:ksilotT. 19 At Wharlton (Yorkshire) several thousands of coins, some of
which were clipped, were deposited along with silver ingols, hacksilver, spoons,
vessels and buckles. 20 Similarly, a find from the Roman circuit wall at Canterbury
consisted of four silver ingots, twelve silver spoons, fOUT further silver and gold
objects and eight coins.11 Further finds of intact silver plate, such as Mildenhall
(Suffolk) and Corbridge (Northumberland), also belong to this period. 22 All these
features essentially reflect non-monetary functions of precious metal within the
Empire, where both ingots and silver plate could be produced as Imperial donatives
and other gifts to troops and servants. 23 The clipping ofcoins has been connected to
the appearance of ingots but should perhaps above aU be related to the payment of
tax which, from the late 4th century, was requested in the form of melted down and
weighed bullion. 24

The use of bullion and valuables also reflects contact with and between
Barbarian peoples. Hoards containing fragments of late Roman silver plate found
in the distant parts of the British Isles can be compared to a series of six similar
finds from Denmark and Germany.2S A find from Coleraine (N. Ireland)
contained c. 1,500 clipped and intact silver coins, a large amount of hacksilver,
Roman silver ingots cut in halves and a further fifteen silver bars. 26 At
Traprain Law, on the Scottish E. coast, four silver coins were found together with
fragments of over 100 different Roman silver vessels. 27·The broken-down silver
plate reflects the further transition from valuables into bullion, a form of 'money'
independently used outside the Roman Empire.28 In the Danish hacksilver
hoards, deposited at least half a century later than the British, the Roman
silver plate is also accompanied by domestic material such as wrist-clasps
and fragments of brooches and pendants, and by domestic ingots similar to the
Coleraine bars. 29

The use ofbullion and weight systems was thus no novelty to the Germanic and
British tribes, and the impact of coins and monetary transactions on the domestic
British economy would have been limited and bound to the Roman organization and
administration. At the close of the 4th century the influx of new coins into Britain
appears to have been minimal and there are cenainly no signs of any domestic
post-Roman coinages. This does not mean that coins were disregarded, as they were
turned into pendants or valued and hoarded. The significance ofcoins beyond mere
bullion is reflected in the clipped siliquae where, although the entire legend may
have been cut away, the central Imperial portrait was kept undamaged.3o Large
amounts of bronze and base-metal coins were still circulated for a substantial period
of time, but for similar non-monetary reasons. From Anglo-Saxon cemeteries
stretching into the 7th century there is a record of'237 closed finds and a further large
number ofunstratified Roman coins. In six of the graves the coins were transformed,
by cutting and clipping, into weights and buried along with scales, but the vast
majority of coins were pierced and deposited as pendants on bead necklaces.31

Settlement evidence supports the cemetery data, with more than 100 Roman coins
from the Anglo-Saxon village at West Stow (Suffolk), a third ofwhich were pierced
or modified in other ways.32
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GOLD COil,S AND PENDAr.--rs

The first coins in Britain after the Roman withdrawal are late 5th- and
6th-century Continental coins, almost exclusively of gold, initially restricted to E.
Kent and the lower Thames valley. Although there are some Eastern Imperial
issues, the majority consists of Merovingian and other Germanic derivatives and
imitations of late Roman and Byzantine coins, reRecting the development of
domestic coinages within the Continental kingdoms. JJ The only hoard comes from
Kingston-on.Thames (Surrey), a deposition of at least ten Byzantine tremisses and
dated to c. 530.J4 The remaining c. 45 coins from before c. 575 are all stray finds or
from cemetery contexts. Also from a date around 530 is a woman's grave at Chatham
Lines (Kent) containing, along with brooches and beads, a silver spoon, three
pierced and probably Visigothic 5th-century silver coins, and a further pierced
Roman bronze coin. JS In grave 41 at Gilton Ash (Kent) the woman was furnished
with a pierced and practically unworn coin, placed by her feet together with a glass
vessel. The burial is dated to c. 570.36

The famous Canterbury hoard from St Martin's cemetery contains the earliest
Anglo-Saxon 'coin', the Liudhard medalet, along with four Merovingian coins, one a
solidus, an Italian and a Germanic tremissis. All the coins were looped and probably
belonged to a necklace deposited in a woman's grave at the end ofthe 6th century.J7
The Merovingian issues belong to the 'national' coinage beginning in the last
quaner of the 6th century, a coinage that continues to dominate the English finds
imo the early 7th century and is further reflected in three of the six mounted
tremisses found at Faversham (Kent), possibly from one necklace dated to c. 600. J8
The Sarre necklace from c. 620 was instead composed ofthree pseuda.Imperial coins
and one ofthe limited regal issues, minted byClothar 11.39 A continuous transforma
tion of coins into pendants through the 7th century is seen in a child's grave at
Finglesham (Kent) from c. 670, which also contained a looped Clothar coin along
with a pale Anglo-Saxon issue.4o Two further mounted and looped Anglo·Saxon
coins come from a grave at Dover Buckland (Kent) dated to c.680, and as late as
c. 735 pierced domestic coins were deposited in a grave at Wrotham (Kent).41 Coins
could also be put into graves unaltered, as in Broadstairs (Kent) where a young man
was buried with a Merovingian gold tremissis from c. 575 in his mouth as a kind of
'Charon's obol'. This grave also contained a silver mount, probably from a wooden
vessel, stamped with a C·bracteate design.42 With the domestic Anglo-Saxon
coinages most of the depositions in graves are in the form ofsmall hoards rather than
pendants, but there was an active non-monetary and non-economic aspect to coins
which is best understood by comparison with the use and function ofgold coinages in
Merovingian France.43

The Merovingian gold coinages, starting OUt as pseudo·Imperial issues, were
only to a very limited and irregular extent 'royal' and for most of the 6th century also
anonymous with no reference to mint and moneyer. High·value coins such as gold
solidi and tremisses have a limited purchase function, and corresponding smaller
denominations in silver and bronze continued to be minted only in Provence and
Burgandy.44 Small silver coins, 'minuti argenteii', from the area between the rivers
Seine and Rhine, come from burials where most of the coins were also pierced for
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suspension, further reflecting limited and ambiguous monetary functions. 4S Gold
coins were used not only for purchase ofgoods; sources mention solidi in connection
with purchase of land, slaves and luxury items but also, most importantly, in social
and political transactions. Philip Grierson has listed a variety ofsuch political- as
opposed to commercial - payments during the post-Roman and early medieval
period where, for example, Byzantium repeatedly paid tributes to Runnie and
Germanic tribes during the 5th to 7th centuries. Similarly, the Lombards paid an
annual tribute of 12,000 gold solidi to the Franks in the late 6th century. Coins and
precious metal was also used to pay mercenaries or was needed to pay the ransom for
captives. Substantial amounts ofgold and silver were exchanged in the form oflavish
gifts and dowries, and on a regional level there was above all a number ofsettlements
and compensations such as wergelds and various fines. 46

Social transactions indeed dominate the early Germanic laws: the Frankish Lex
Salica, the Lombard King Rothari's Edict, and not least the earliest Anglo·Saxon
laws.47 On a regionallevei taxes and fines are normally associated with a controlled
and royal coinage, early cash, but the character of the Merovingian coinages is
certainly not that of central control. With the appearance of mint and moneyer on
the coins from c. 580, with around 800 mints and over 1,500 moneyers represented, a
confusing and widespread minting system is reflected. The vast majority of coins
were from the landed and ecclesiastical seigneurs, as reflected in bishoprics and
abbeys among the mints. This does not seem to have concerned the State and
nowhere are grants ofmoneta, minting rights, mentioned. The inflow ofrevenues such
as taxes, tolls and fines into the royal treasury may well have been in local coin
which, if not transformed by the King's goldsmiths into jewellery and other
valuables, could be redistributed again. 48 Less a medium in economic transactions
than one for creating and maintaining social and political relations, the gold coins
were not anonymous but also a commodity in themselves, something that is also
important for the coins that entered Britain.49 The function ofcoins as a measure of
social value and status was an important factor in hoarding and use of coin
pendants.

SCANDINAVIAN BRACTEATES IN BRITAIN

Scandinavian bracteates appear in English grave finds, mainly restricted to
Kent and E. Anglia, at the same time as the Continental gold coins. A total of 45
hracteates are known; eleven are stray finds or without known provenance and the
rest all come from graves or cemetery contexts. 50 While it seems clear that both the
Kentish and Anglian bracteates belong to the 6th and possibly late 5th centuries,
there are some obvious geographical differences. Although a stamp with a C
bracteate design is known from a grave at Broadstairs, no C-bracteates are found in
Kent. Moreover, all known Anglian D-bracteates are silver, and there is one silver
and two copper-alloy issues among the Anglian C·bracteates. 51 The use ofsilver and
base metal is also reflected in the widespread deposition of scutiform pendants in
Anglian graves at this time. No contemporary silver bracteates are known from other
parts ofBritain, but scutiform and disc pendants in both base and precious metal are
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known from Scandinavian hoards and graves, for example among the late Roman
hacksilver in the H0stentorp hoard. 52 Alongside the C- and D·bracteates there are
five A-bracteates known, all stray finds, from Kent, Suffolk, Oxford (Fig. la) and
without provenance.53 The only B-bracteate known from Britain come from Bifrons
grave 29 (Kent), where it was deposited along with three D·bracteates.

The best dated material comes from Kent, with ten closed grave finds,
comprising 21 gold bracteates and a further six stray finds.54 Dover Buckland grave
20 containing one D-bracteate belongs to cemetery phase I, c.475-525 (Fig. Id),
while Bifrons grave 64 and Finglesham grave D3, with one and three bracteates
respectively, are both dated to c.530.55 A similar date is suggested for the only
bracteate found in a male grave at Monkton. 56 Lyminge grave 16 and Saffe grave 90
would also be placed in the first half of the 6th century whereas Bifrons 29 and 63,
Finglesham 203, with two bracteates die-linked to the pair in Finglesham D3, and
Sarre grave 4 are all dated to the period c.550 and later.57 Among the latter four
graves Finglesham 203 contained two, Bifrons 29 four and Sarre 4 as many as six
bracteates. These are all D-bracteates bar one B-bracteate in Bifrons 29. Of the
Anglian bracteates, six of the sixteen issues are stray finds and most ofthe nine grave
finds are difficult to date closely.58 The grave at Morningthorpe (Norfolk), contain
ing the two identical copper-alloy bracteates, belongs to the first half of the 6th
century, while the gold C-bracteate from Longbridge Park (Warwickshire) comes
from a later 6th-century context. 59 The fragment of a silver D-bracteate found at
Little Eriswell (Suffolk) was likewise probably depositcd after c. 550.60 The silver
D-bracteate from Driffield (Yorkshire), along with thc two silver issues from two
graves at Wei beck Hill (Lincolnshire), cannot be more closely dated than the 6th
century (Fig. 3b and d).61

Apart from the Monkton issue, all bracteates with known finds-contexts were
deposited in female graves as pendants on necklaces. At Monkton the bracteate was
instead deposited, probably in a pouch, beside the body and, rather, seems to have
functioned as a 'Charon's obol'.62 A similar deposition is also known from a small
group of bracteates deposited in male graves on Gotland in E. Scandinavia.63
Alongside a general interpretation as amulets with magical functions bracteates
have also been seen as heirlooms, but they were not all imported. 64 This is most
obvious in the Anglian C-bracteates, which show highly individualistic designs
along with the use of silver and base metal (Fig. 3). Four of the bracteates, from
Market Overton (Leicestershire), Morningthorpe (Norfolk) and Kirmington (Lin
colnshire), are indeed good examples ofMackeprang's W. Scandinavian group. The
series is spread over Norway, Denmark, central Sweden and N. Germany, but the
lack ofbrims is a characteristic Anglian feature. 65 The C-bracteate from Longbridge
Park further has a stamped border made with the tool also used for the decoration of
a silver armring and a silver scutiform pendant deposited in the same grave,
supporting a domestic workshop.66

Also within the D-bracteates from 'jutish' Kent a domestic production can be
discerned in copies and derivatives of Scandinavian prototypes. All D-bracteates
found outside Scandinavia relate to varieties of Mackeprang's Jutish group and as
Leslie Webster, and later Egil Bakka, have pointed out, there are some clearly
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FIG. 3
Anglian braelutes. (a): Jaywick Sands! ?-bractcatc, gold (IR ~85); (b): Welbcck Hilll

C·bractcatc, silver (IR 387); (e): Chippcnhaml C-brac!ca!c, gold (IK 228);
(d): Welb«k Hilll ?-bractcalc, silver (IK 388, afler Axboc ,t a/. 1965). Scale 2:1

inferior and individualistic imitations that must be seen as non-Scandinavian
products. 67 Of Mackeprang's variety I there arc eleven bracteates known from six
graves in Britain and one grave, where the bracteate is die-identical to one of the
English issues, in the cemetery at Herouvillette in Normandy.68 Alongside issues of
good Scandinavian standard there are three bracteates, all die-linked, from Sarre
grave 4 that are clearly 'degenerate' imitations. 69 Likewise, out of four variety 2

bracteates from two graves in Britain and a further grave at Herouvillette, two are
more individualistic copies. 70 While varieties I and 2 occur in good standard quality,
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variety 3 is known outside Scandinavia in lesser quality imitations only. These
bracteates further make up three distinct groups, notably in Germany with seven
issues from three dies. An English group is represented in two die-linked bracteates
from Bifrons 29 and 64, and in a further derivation from the same die from Lyminge
grave r6. 71 The B-bracteate from Bifrons 29, on the other hand, is closely related to
four bracteates from SW. Scandinavia and one from central Sweden, all showing the
same 'kneeling' figure. 72 To judge from the wear, this bracteate also appears to be
the oldest in the find.?3 From Varpalota in W. Hungary come three die-linked
bracteates also derived from a variety 3 design. 74 There is also a third and very
individualistic bracteate, probably of Scandinavian derivation, from Sablonniere in
N. France.?S

A regionally confined distribution is reflected in the die-links between finds
(Fig. 4). Alongside the links and connections between the graves at Bifrons and
Lyminge, there are four die-linked good quality bracteates from Finglesham D3 and
203.?6 A further good standard die is represented in Sarre grave go, a stray find from
Kent and one of the bracteates from Normandy." That the bracteates did have an
accumulation not immediately obvious from their deposition is indicated by wear
differences in graves containing more than one issue. The necklaces in the Kentish

FIG. 4
Finds ofdie-linked bracteates (after
Axboe 1991)

,
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graves also show a complexity ofcopies from different dies implying a larger stock of
bracteates in circulation. The necklace in Finglesham 03 had three bracteates from
two dies, like the one in Bifrens 29 which also had the further B·bracteatc. The
woman buried in grave 4 at SaTre was furnished with six D·bracteates from four
different dies, three of the bracteates were identical and mainly in very good
condition, two issues were nearly mint fresh, and only one showed signs ofmoderate
wear. 78 The Birrons bracteates, on the other hand, were all moderately to severely
worn. 79 Both graves are dated to c. 550 or later. Of the Finglesham bracteates, the
die-linked pair were both considerably worn whereas the third D-bracteate showed
only slight signs of wear. so The two die·linked issues from Bifrons 29 and 64,
deposited c. 530 and mid or late 6th century respectively, both show moderate wear,
whereas the possibly derived copy from Lyminge 16, deposited before c. 550, was
only slightly worn. 81 This may make sense from a dating point ofview, but with the
pair ofbracteates from Finglesham 03 the picture is less clear. The bracteates are
die-linked with the pair from Finglesham 203, a grave dated a generation later than
03 and where the bracteates are only slightly worn; however the pair in the earlier
grave show considerable wear. Sonia Hawkes has suggested that the later deposit
had been hoarded for some considerable time, while the earlier pair was worn by the
woman in grave 03.82 Whether as 'heirlooms' or domestic copies, these Scandi
navian pendants were obviously highly valued and represented a great deal ofstatus
to judge from the Kentish graves where they appear along with valuable imports,
precious-metal and garnet-set brooches and gold brocade.

To see the bracteates as nothing but dress accessories would 1><= to dismiss their
strong symbolic content. More than any other contemporary artefacts they illustrate

ordic mythology in scenes and symbols. Also, an interpretation as 'magical
amulets' is not enough since the bracteates also reflect both high social status and
outside connections. They can 1><= compared with the contemporary gold coins worn
as pendants, reflecting at the same time the value in foreign connections and the
importance within society of non·commercial transactions. The accumulation of
bracteates from different dies on some necklaces, therefore, suggests more than a
gradual commercial acquisition of pendants; they appear more likely to have
circulated as valuable gifts than as workshop products that could be bought and
sold. To consider the meaning of the English finds, it is necessary to investigate the
meaning and function of bracteates within Scandinavia.

THE GOLD BRACTEATES - PENDANT COINS?

The catalogue by Mogens Mackeprang, with an addendum by Morten Axboe,
lists 429 finds comprising c. 865 bracteates. 83 The majority ofthese (c. 250) are single
finds and whilst some may be remnants orJarger and scattered finds, the impression
is that most often bracteates were deposited singly. Most grave finds are also single
specimens (40 out of the c. 63 graves listed) and in fifteen hoards single bracteates
appear along with other precious metal. Mackeprang's cat. no. 30 (M 30) contained
one C-bracteate together with a gold pendant, while a larger hoard such as M 43
consisted of four gold solidi, several pieces of ring-gold and gold bars and a gold
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button along with V.. of a large C-bracteate. The many single finds give the
impression ofa very low output, with an average of less than two bracteates per die,
and the assumption ofa continuous and exhaustive use ofdies cannot be applied to
the production ofbracteates. With a postulated output of 100 duplicates per die at
least 60% of the dies would be represented by only 1% of the actual produce.84

However, dies were used to strike a number ofduplicates. Out of the c. 535 dies
known, '37 are represented in more than one issue and 6g ofthese occur in more than
twO. 85 There are series with up to fourteen die-identical bracteates indicating that
there may be other explanations, beside a low and irregular output, behind the
numerous single bracteates from different dies.86 For the question of a gradual
accumulation of bracteates there are, however, c. go hoards containing more than
one bracteate which are informative. Out ofthese, 7' hoards also contain bracteates
struck from more than one die and usually also representing more than one type.
Table I shows the composition ofbracteates in this group of hoards. These may be
rather small finds such as M 78, consisting ofone C· and one D-bracteate, or M 25
with four C-bracteates from four different dies, the latter find also containing a gold
finger ring. Similarly, M 244 was composed of five C-bracteates from four different
dies along with a gold coin ofTheodosius. Among larger hoards is M 72 with nine
B-bracteates of which eight came from one die, four D-bracteates with three from
one die, and two different C-bracteates besides the six ring-shaped gold bars and a
glass bead. M 99 contained nine A-bracteates from three different dies, one B-, one
C- and one D-bracteate along with a gold jewelled pendant, a gold sheet scabbard
mount and a few glass beads. M 157 was composed of three different C-bracteates,
one B- and ten D-bracteates from four dies. Deposited with the bracteates were also
six ring-shaped bars, twO fragments of a further bar, a twisted gold sheet from a
sword scabbard, and five gold sheet beads.

The accumulation ofbracteates from different dies shown in Table I reAects on
a large scale what could be seen on some of the Kentish necklaces. As with the
English finds there are also differences in wear; some bracteates - and not
necessarily the 'earliest' type- are extremely worn while others were buried in near
mint condition.81 It is also dear from the wear that bracteates deposited in hoards,
whether intentional as offerings or unintentional as hidden treasures, only reflect a
'final' function; the composition ofthe hoards may suggest a pattern ofacquisition in
many instalments where the bracteates, like coins, appear as 'payments'. As we
know, tributes and other compensations such as wergeld and dowries, along with the
demonstration of wealth and power in gift-giving, played an important role in the
Germanic kingdoms. An original function of the gold bracteates as· special-purpose
money therefore seems plausible. The bracteates can also be compared with other
forms of special-purpose money such as the Migration period 'Kolbenarmringe'
associated with some ofthe wealthiest and most high-status graves on theContinent,
such as King Childeric's grave in Tournai, and interpreted as a sign of political
power within the Continental kingdoms.88 Such rings appear also in Scandinavia
although, like the bracteates, more often deposited in hoards than in graves. The
general importance of rings as media in negotiating social relations and political
alliances comes over strongly in Beowulf and the Old Norse sagas, notably the
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function as wergeld in Baugatal, 'tht:= counting of rings', part of tht:= Icdandic law
codt:=x Gnig<is.89

When considering the bracteates, however, it is not necessary to look further
than the Roman medallions that formed. the original source of inspiration. The
political and propaganda functions of the coinage were not simply a matter of
portraying the Emperor as a ruler and god; even more important was that they were
distributed. as donatives and gifts from the Emperor to form personal and political
alliances. It is no wonder that gold coins were accumulated in personal treasures, as
st:=en in the early 4th-century hoard from Beaurains in N. France. The hoard, which
appears to have belonged to an office=r in the Roman army, contained. a number of
coins issued as donatives along with a necklace= furnished with mounted. coins. 9O The
contacts between Scandinavia and the Roman Empire are reflected in the numerous
imports acquired through gift-systems, tributes or trade ofcommodities - as in the
suggested export ofhides from the Baltic island ofOland91 - as well as more limited
market exchange.92 It is therefore likely that at least the higher strata within the
Scandinavian kingdoms or chiefdoms were well acquainted with Roman habits,
values and ideology, not least through contacts with and services within the Roman
army.93

The development of the Scandinavian gold bracteates, through copies and
imitations of Imperial medallions, should therefore not be understood in terms of
automatic and unconscious processes. Rather, it was a matter of a conscious
translation into a domestic context of Roman values and symbols, as shown in the
work on tht:= iconography by Karl Hauck and his colleagues in Miinster. 94 The
central motif was tht:= Roman 'Emperor-as-God' which was translated into Nordic
mythology wht:=rt:= Odin took tht:= place as tht:= st:=nior god, as seen above all in the A
and C·bracteates.95 He can be rt:=eognizro in the themes represented on the
bractt:=ates, and by the presenct:= of symbolic dt:=tails, which are known from latt:=r
written sources. 96 Anotht:=r t:=xample of this 'interpretatio germanica' is a group of
B-bracteates, the so-called 'Drt:=igoner-Brakteaten', which have borrowro their
motif from Roman 'Victoria-victory' coins while portraying the death of tht:=
Scandinavian god Balder (Fig. Ib).9?

A stronger political aspect in the bracteates has recently been stressed by
Anders Andren, who focuses upon the runic inscriptions and their connection to the
inscriptions on the Roman medallions. Normally seen as more or less unintelligible
'magical' formulas, the runic inscriptions can instead be shown to reflect, in Nordic
terms, the central attributes of the Emperor cult. By stressing the contextual
meaning of the common words ladu (invitation),laukar (onion) and alu (ale) these
can be related to the terms dominus, pius andftlix that made up the most common
formula on coins and medallions from tht:= early 4th century and onwards. The
inscriptions thus throw light on the contexts offeast and generosity where religious
ceremony mingled. with the forming of friendship and alliances. As an esst:=ntially
political medium the gold bracteates may havt:= been gifts marking loyalty and
friendship, the membership ofa hirdor- as in the graves outsidt:= and on tht:= borders
of the central areas of origin and provenance - a sign of identity or political
connections.98 While the evidence from graves almost unanimously indicates that
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bracteates were worn by women, this does not necessarily exclude men from wearing
them. Both the iconography and the runic inscriptions bearing names reflect an
exclusively male world; and within the central area of bracteates the majority of
hoards, to judge from the artefacts deposited, may be seen as 'male'. 99

Analyses of punch-links, along with the die-identities, have shown that a
workshop could produce different types of bracteates as well as a type from more
than one die. 1oo To date only one actual die is known. This is a hitherto unknown
stamp, and unfortunately a stray find. 101 But the contexts in which the goldsmiths
worked and where bracteates were made points strongly to sites connecting cult
functions with political power. Thus, an unfinished and folded gold bracteate,
indicating the workshop of a goldsmith, has recently come to light near Sorte Muld
on the island ofBornholm, a site that has been interpreted as a 'chieftain's seat and
cult site'. Sorte Muld is most famous for yielding over 2,000 little gold·foil figures,
another form ofspecial·purpose money that is strongly associated with cult functions
,and hence termed 'temple money', but the social wealth and presumably political
power are reflected in the concentration of precious·metal finds in the area along
with traces ofspecialized craftsmen. 102 Margrethe Watt sees the presence ofgold·foil
figures as an indication ofsites ofSorte Muld type, which can be further supported
by the often-occurring gold bracteates nearby.l03 One such place is Helgo, on Lake
Miilaren in central Sweden, with both gold foils and fragments ofbracteates among
the finds. Helgo is traditionally seen as a commercial market-place with inter
national contacts, even an 'early town' during the 6th and 7th centuries, but
reinterpretations based on the size and population of the site rather point to one or
two farms. As with Sone Muld, the presence of luxury and foreign objects, along
with specialized workshops, could reflect the wealth and functions of a chieftain's
hall. 104

The development of a new medium influenced by Roman ideas and symbols
would have been strongest in SW. Scandinavia, whence the bracteates originated.
Here the Gudme site, on the E. coast ofthe island ofFunen, appears to have played a
central role. The Gudme area has for a long time attracted attention for its many
gold finds, including Denmark's largest gold hoard, which among other objects
contained 'Kolbenarmringe', in combination with the presence of several sacral
place names. The site is today considered to be of royal staws. lOS The many finds of
precious-metal, luxury and imported objects stand out already during the Roman
period, but it is above all the period c. 400-600 that dominates the finds. Since a new
research project started in 1982, involving the use of metal detectors, a central
settlement as well as a contemporary harbour site have been investigated. Along
with the recovery of Roman coins, weights, hacksilver and ring-gold, three hoards
were excavated: a late Roman hacksilver hoard, a unique late Roman siliquae hoard
and a hoard ofnine gold bracteates. Crucibles for making bronze and precious-metal
objects, along with precious-metal residues and half-finished jewellery, show the
presence ofspecialized workshops. From the harbour-site also come finds ofgold-foil
figures. 106

If seen as a political medium, the regional distribution of die-identical brac
teates also reflects the political geography of many and small 'kingdoms' in
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Scandinavia during the 5th and 6th centuries. This is particularly clear in the many
finds from W. Denmark with die-identical bracteates deposited within Jutland and
the island of Funen (Fig. 4). Similarly, the Swedish finds reflect a geographically
restricted pattern in the die-linked finds around Lake Vanern. But contacts across
fongerdistances are reflected in a die represented in three finds from the Baltic island
ofGotland and one from Scania in SW. Sweden. A further bracteate from the same
die is unprovenanced. 107 From Rogaland in W. Norway comes a C·bracteate with
two duplicates in a find from Dalsland in Sweden and possibly a further duplicate
from Gotland. loa The second die-link in the find, the B-bracteate, is with a nearby
find in Rogaland. 109 Outside the central areas the bracteates may reflect political
connections, but also other specific functions as in a small group of bracteates and
medallion imitations in male graves from Gotland. Here the bracteates appear to
have been deposited as 'Charon's obol', further reflecting the knowledge of and
identification with Roman ideas and habits. Common for this group is the lack of
brims and in most cases also the loop, thus appearing as coin-imitations which
Morten Axboe has suggested were 'minted' for this special purpose as they have little
or no trace of wear. 110

PENDANTS AND VALUABLES

The fact that the gold bracteates found outside the central Scandinavian area
all come from burials may, as stressed by Anders Andren, imply connections,
through marriage or other forms ofexchange, with those with political power within
Scandinavia. This would be strongly reflected in the finds from 'Jutish' Kent, but
also in the bracteates found in Hungary which relate to another people with
hisrorically known Scandinavian connections: the Langobards. ll1 The more indi
vidual East Anglian bracteates may reflect more independent functions as gifts and
status objects. If they seem thin on the ground in comparison to the Kentish finds,
the picture becomes more nuanced when looking at the spread of bronze and silver
scutiform pendants (Fig. 5).112 These represent another Scandinavian form of
pendants which, as the H0stentorp hoard shows, could also be cut and treated as
bullion along with foreign coins. Along with the scutiform pendants there are also
the Roman coins from graves, deposited above all during the 6th century.1l3

A parallel appearance of bracteates and pendants is seen in the cemeteries of
Broughton Lodge (Nottinghamshire), with one grave containing a fragment of a
silver bracteate and another containing a scutiform pendant, and Market Overton
(Leicestershire) with stray finds of a gold hracteate and three silver scutiform
pendants from the North Cemetery and a further pendant from the South Ceme
tery.114 Market Overton has further yielded a number of Roman coins, generally
deposited as pendants. 115 From West Stow Heath (Suffolk) come stray finds of a
silver bracteate and scutiform pendant, while the necklaces from Morningthorpe
grave 80 (Norfolk) and Longbridge Park (Warwickshire) both carried bracteates as
well as pendants. 1l6 A further three graves at Morningthorpe contained silver
scutiform pendants, one gilded. 117 Four bronze and silver pendants come from three
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graves at Holywell Row (Suffolk), and at the large cemetery at Sleaford (Lin
colnshire) there are fifteen scutiform pendants from twelve graves and a further ten
graves furnished with Roman coins (Fig.Sb),118

Here the bracteates stand out in a repertoire ofnot dissimilar pendants. On the
whole, many of these pendants must be seen in the context of the spread of
Christianity and the Roman church. The connection between contacts, ideology and
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domestic political structures is wdl demonstrated in the Scandinavian gold brac
teates, but the copying of Roman and Byzantine motifs and ideals, above all from
coins, is also a feature of Continental bracteates from the late 6th and 7th cen
turies. 11'iI Sometimes with Christian symbols, these pendants reflect wealth and
power in Alemannic and Thuringian society, as do the 7th-century 'Langobard'
gold-foil crosses impressed with bracteate dies and Byzantine coins. 12o From
Compton Verney (Warwickshire) comes a looped and framed double-bracteate or
cast imitation of a Byzantine 7th-century coin, and from this period come the most
elaborate coin pendants such as the garnet-framed copy of a solidus of Maurice
(S82--602) from Bacton (Norfolk), the similar pendant from Forsbrook (Staf
fordshire) containing a 4th-century gold solidus and the Wilton cross from Norfolk
with an early 7th-century coin of the Emperor Heraclius. l21 Strictly forbidden to be
traded with, Byzantine coins travelled outside the Empire mainly as tribute, gifts
and medallions, which further stresses the context ofpolitical and symbolic value. 112

Many of the traits from the 6th century continue into the following century, but
there is a very different repertoire ofpendants represented in the 7th-century graves
and 'late' cemeteries. In the Kentish material scutiform pendants now appear,
paralleled by more elaborate composite pendants with filigree and gamet-settings,
and by Kentish Style II bracteates (Fig. 6).12J Three graves at Dover Buckland
contained animal-style bracteates and a further four silver scutiform pendants
(Fig.6a).124 At Kingston Down four graves were furnished with gold and silver
scutiform pendants (Fig. sc), one with a gold composite pendant and two with gold
bracteates (Fig,6b and c).us Most of these pendants have more or less explicit
cross-symbols, which are also obvious in openwork crosses from Wrotham, Gilton
Ash and Chatham Down, and can be compared with four silver and two gilded brass
scutiform pendants and a composite gold example from Sibertswold Down. 116 The
latter was hung on a necklace along with a further nine cabochon, glass and mosaic
pendants and two looped Merovingian coins from the mid 7th century.l2' Among
the many stray finds from Faversham are two gold bracteates, seven silver scutiform
and at least twdve composite gold pendants (Fig. sa).128

The continuous but independent production of bracteates is reflected in the
Kentish Style II issues. Of the 23 7th-century bracteates known, with twenty found
in Kent, the majority show animal-style or interlace motifs. 129 There are also two
circular bronze dies with animal-style motifs from Barton-on-Humber (Lin
colnshire) and Langham (Norfolk). 130 Along with these Style I I bracteates there is
also the full-figure representation ofa man holding two snakes on two identical gold
bracteates from Horton Kirby (Kent, Fig.6d) and Shrewton (Wiltshire) ,131 The
same figure is represented on the stamped bronze-sheet decoration ofa bucket from
Loveden Hill (Lincolnshire) and on an unprovenanced die in the British
Museum. 132 The motif can be rdated to three earlier Scandinavian B-bracteates,
from Sweden and N. Germany, which show a male figure intertwined with
snakes.1)J In the Style II bracteates, the presenceofduplicates and die-links, as with
the earlier Scandinavian-style issues, is also seen in the three die-identical bracteates
from Westbere and in the two from Wingham made with the same die as the
bracteate in Dover Buckland grave 134. 134
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Viewed against the 6th-century background, the Style II bracteates are likely to
reflect power, status and perhaps political connections, although in a changing
context. As well as interlace and animal-style, there are also bracteates showing the
Christian influence generally present in contemporary pendants. There is a cross
decorated bracteate from Kingston Down grave 235 (Fig. 6c) and an issue stamped
with a crucifix-motif from Gilton Ash, along with the two bracteates from Kingston
Down grave 253 (Fig.6b) and Faversham which seem strongly influenced by the
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'Langobard' gold·foil crosses. 13S The close contacts with Merovingian France
during this time involved not only the exchange ofgifts and commodities but also the
cultural exchange connected to the Church; French nunneries included aristocratic
women from Anglo-Saxon England. 136 The symbolically embroidered necklaces
and Byzantine pendants on the shroud of Queen Balthilde, herself originally an
Anglo-Saxon slave and founder of the nunnery at Chelles, reflect these political·
ideological aspects in a late 7th·century COntext. U7 But closely related to the
symbolic meaning ofjewellery are also its active functions as gifts and media in social
and political transactions. The animal·style bracleate, along with twO further
Kentish·style pendants, in the 7th-century gold hoard from Wieuwerd in Friesland,
may be products ofa Frisian workshop but the composition of the hoard suggests an
accumulated treasure ofvaluable gifts and other forms ofpayments and settlements.
Along with the 'Kentish' pendants were two Germanic bracteates, two pelta-shaped
pendants, 29 mounted and looped Byzantine and Germanic (mainly Merovingian)
gold coins and some bullion in the form of gold rings and the foot of a gold
disc-on·bow brooch,us

It may be that bracteates and other coin and coin-like pendants gradually lost
their functions as active media along with the growth of a domestic coinage.
However, special·purpose money and non·monetary transactions continued to play
an important role in society - something that is reflected in the fact that coins were
continuously deposited in burials even after the transition to a silver currency. 139

MONEY AND MEOlA IN EARLY ANGLO-SAXON BRITAIN

It is clear today that economic and social spheres of exchange, in other words
commodiry and gift exchange, existed alongside each other rather than characteriz
ing different stages ofdevelopment within society. The value and meaning ofobjects
were determined by the social context so it is no surprise that a commodity exchange,
where the object rather than the personal relationship is central, is largely found in
inter-regional and cross·border exchange in primitive and earlier societies. 140
Similarly, the monetary spheres of exchange in 6th- and early 7th·century Britain
reflected in stray finds of Continental and Merovingian gold coins relate to an
overseas trade. As Michael Metcalf has shown, such trading contacts were not
bound to Kent but independently reached into the kingdoms ofEast Anglia. 141 Such
trade would have been motivated by social consumption rather than profit, involv
ing luxury and foreign objects which played an important role in the reproduction of
regional social structures and hierarchies,142 The connection between trading
places and royal or other seigneurial contexts is thus not only a matter ofprotection,
security and resources but also a matter of control of COntacts and exchange,143

Similar functions and contexts of exchange can be seen also in non-monetary
precious metal and bullion which, as surviving in hoards, is normally related to
foreign material, particularly coins. These weight-economies were not as primitive
as they might seem; the strong fragmentation in the 6th-cemury Hestentorp hoard
indicates many small transactions and a continuous exchange. 144 The development
of coinages cannot be explained in simplistic and strictly economic terms since
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social, political and administrative transactions may have played a dominating role.
In that sense coins, as standardized and specialized bullion, must initially be seen as
comparable with other forms of special-purpose money including armrings, pen·
dants and other fonns ofjewdlery.

The use orcoins in social payments such as werg~ldandother compensations can
be compared with the function of rings in 'Baugatal', the Old Icelandic law on blood
money. where the number and weight of rings is carefully statt:d along with
supplementary weights. I• 5 The latter are possibly referring to the smaller rings,
sometimes supplemented by folded coins, attached to some Viking armrings. 146 A
similar use of bullion may be reflected in the earliest Anglo.Saxon laws, as the
sceattas and scillings referred to pre-date a domestic coinage. 141 Aethelbert of Kent
records in c. 603 an impressive list ofcompensations, fines, wergelds and bride-prices
to be paid in bullion measured in sciilings. A century later, the laws ofHlothere and
Eadric similarly stipulate compensations for slaying, charging, insults, unlawful
drawing ofweapons, injuries and bloodshed. 148 These may refer to payments made
in coin, as an Anglo-Saxon gold coinage is discernible from c. 625. Wergeldis reflected
in the 30,000 coins paid to King Ine of Wessex by Eadric's brother Withred as a
peace-token after the murder of King Mul in 6g1. 149 The Crondall hoard of mainly
Anglo-Saxon thrymsas buried in the mid 7th century may represent the 100 scil/ings
wergeld for a ceorl. 150

While it is clear that coins had come to stay by the 7th century, the monetari
zation of society was neither uniform nor coherent. The silver sceatta-coinages,
beginning at the close of the 7th century, undoubtedly represent a large-scale
currency. Vast numbers of dies were used, and the variety of finds-contexts,
including considerable numbers ofstrays and settlement finds, emphasize their wide
circulation. There are, however, discontinuities and changes in output and distribu
tion within the Anglo-Saxon coinages during the 7th and 8th centuries. 1S1 These
must be set against the dynamic and unstable political geography, with many small
kingdoms and shifting power centres. While some series of coins can be related to
overseas trading systems, functions supported by mints at Hamwic and possibly
London, other coinages seem to have had regional circulations. I $2 These regional
coinages may be better understood in terms of taxation, administration and other
social transactions, reflecting growing central control. As David Hinton has shown,
the connection between coin-losses and commercial activities is not unambiguous,
and royal, aristocratic and episcopal sites may above all reflect centres ofwealth and
control. 153

While trade was one factor in the development and reproduction of regional
political structures, kingship and loyalty were held together not by commercial
activities but by systems ofgenerosity, gifts and counter-girts. 1S4 In the 8th-century
epic Beowuifa king or a chieftain is repeatedly described as 'ring-giver', 'gold-friend'
or 'dealer of wound gold', and the king's hall described as 'the gold-giving hall'
where he provides rings and treasures from his hoard. Brave men are 'spoken of
abroad fur wars and gifts'. ISS The relation betwet:n kings and their retainers is also
seen in the provision of arms and the counter-gifts of weapons and treasure
accumulated through warfare or gifts. 156 Such a military organization is reflected in
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the late Saxon payments of'heriots' ('war-gear') to the king on the death ofhis men.
It normally meant the actual return ofweapons and war-equipment to the lord, and,
for the higher ranks, it also included payments in gold mancuses, sometimes in cash
(silver pennies) but more often in the form of gold armrings. 157

Social and political spheres of exchange, particularly on a regional level, were
fundamental to Dark Age and early medieval society and reflect attitudes towards
wealth and precious metal. In gift-systems and other settlements non-monetary
precious metal often functioned as an active means of exchange, seen above all in
gold and silver armrings but also in other specific forms of jewellery such as the
Scandinavian gold bracteates. But such exchange could also involve coins, showing
that monetary transactions were not automatically motivated by commodity
exchange or general trade.
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